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Players wore pink uniforms and played with a pink ball during the Dig Pink match.

Volleyball
Participates
in Dig Pink Night
By JACK VANASSCHE
Staff Writer

As October is Breast Cancer Awareness
Month, the University of Michigan-Dearborn
volleyball team did their part by hosting a Dig
Pink match through The Side-Out Foundation
on Wednesday.
Spectators at the University of MichiganDearborn Fieldhouse had the opportunity to
participate in a silent auction for a chance to
win fun prizes and help fund to breast cancer
awareness and research.
The Side-Out Foundation, founded in
2004, began by turning volleyball events
around the country into an opportunity to raise
money for breast cancer research and awareness, all while showing support for all people
with the disease.
The Wolverines have participated in the
event in recent years, and look to continue to
support the cause in the future.
“I think the work that The Side-Out Foundation does is very strong and charitable,” said
Wolverines head coach Eric Stark. “It’s something we want to continue to be a part of.”

At the entrance of the Fieldhouse volleyball court for the Wolverine’s match against
Marygrove, fans were able to bid on prizes
such as breast cancer awareness headbands,
hats, t-shirts and water bottles. The Wolverines also donated a shirt signed by each player
on the volleyball team to be auctioned off.
Each winner of an auction received a pink
miniature volleyball that was signed by each
Michigan-Dearborn volleyball player.
“I think it’s important,” said Wolverine
middle blocker Kristina Ivanovic. “Just bringing people together for such a special cause—
it’s great.”
The Wolverines, adorned in pink uniforms
with pink accessories, defeated Marygrove in
straight sets to cap off the special night.
With a number of generous donations, the
volleyball team and those in attendance were
able to raise $300 during the event. Every cent
will go back to The Side-Out Foundation.
(If you would like to contribute to the volleyball team’s 2016 Dig Pink Rally, donations
can be made at https://giving.side-out.org/
campaigns/12375)

Michigan Native Shines in Nashville
By amber ainsworth
Editor-in-Chief

Paulina Jayne expected to see only family and friends when she took the stage at the
Hayloft in Mount Clemens, Mich. in 2010.
At the age of 14, it was her first show.
At that point, she was no stranger to making music, though. Jayne’s mom was a “really
intense” piano teacher who pushed her from a
young age.
She learned the piano, moved on to guitar,
and by nine, was writing songs.
Unaware that people in the music industry
had heard about the show at the Hayloft from
a family friend, that night kick started Jayne’s
country music career.
“Next thing I know, six months later I was
signing a management deal,” Jayne said.
The young and talented artist proved herself while opening for some of country’s biggest acts, including Cheryl Crowe, Chase
Rice, Sam Hunt and Frankie Ballard.
While not even out of high school, Jayne
was working to make a name for herself, from
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playing shows to writing and releasing music.
Now 20-years-old, Jayne juggles making
She released her first EP, Girl Who Would music and performing while she gets an education.
Be King, when she was a junior in school.
She has written with
“I am struggling to keep this
big name writers in counschool and music thing going on
try: Shane McAnally, Trey
at the same time,” Jayne said,
emphasizing that she is working
Bruce and Danny Orton,
to finish her degree in four years
to name a few.
While born and raised
so she can focus completely on
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in metro Detroit, Jayne
joked about wearing
School has kept her from
consistently being on the road,
cowboy boots to class,
preventing her from touring,
foreshadowing a future
somewhere away from her
but she still fits performances
hometown.
into her schedule. This summer,
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High School in 2014 and
tival.
Jayne performed at the Budmoved to Nashville.
She used college as a Photo courtesy of paulinajayne.com weiser Campfire Kickoff Party
reason to move to Tennesthat started off the festival at
see. She currently studies music business at Michigan International Speedway.
Belmont University.
Being in Michigan is comforting to her,
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especially when she sees familiar faces and
hears names that remind her she is home.
“I hear people like the Michigan Journal,”
Jayne said. “Like it’s not the Tennessee Journal, it’s the Michigan Journal.”
Jayne released her self-titled EP last month,
five catchy and melodic tracks. She also released a music video for one of the tracks,
“Love’s Gonna Always Win.”
The video includes images of hatred and
division countered with examples of love, the
track being the most powerful of the songs on
the EP.
Passionate, driven and talented, she has
been laying the foundations for a successful
career since a young age, something that is
evident when speaking with her and listening
to her songs.
Jayne’s potential radiates from her music.
As if she hasn’t already accomplished great
things musically, she’s an artist with roots in
the Mitten to keep an eye on.
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Editor of International Bestseller
Speaks at UM-Dearborn
By Maria Kanso
News Editor

Larry Siems, the editor of the Guantanamo
Diary and PEN American Center’s Freedom to
Write and International Programs, Rana Elmir,
Deputy Director of ACCU-Michigan, and Dawud
Walid, Executive Director of CAIR-Michigan,
spoke at the University of Michigan-Dearborn on
Thursday, Oct. 13.
Siems gave a presentation about the Guantanamo Diary, with Dawud and Elmir, who discussed
the problems of the Guantanamo Bay detainment
camps.
Published on January 2015, the Guantanamo
Diary is an account of the experiences of Mohamedou Ould Slahi, a Mauritanian Guantanamo
detainee, at the Guantanamo Bay detainment
camp in Cuba.
Slahi was detained in Guantanamo’s Camp
Echo in 2002, where he was tortured by the U.S
Military.
“The strange journey that this book took to
get into print is the journey I had to take as an
editor in dealing with this very remarkable and
odd manuscript,” Siems explained, “and a little
bit about how this fits in the context of a larger
struggle that we face to unearth the secrets that
have been concealed by the United States government about the treatment of men in the U.S.
custody since the 9/11 terrorist attacks.
Siems compared the experiences that Salhi
wrote about in his memoir to documents released
by Senate Armed Services Committee and the
Department of Justice Committee about prisoners in the detainment camps.
“Page after page, I turn to his writings and
go right to these declassified records that say his
story is true,” Siems said.
After receiving an electrical engineering degree from the University of Duisburg, he traveled
to Afghanistan in 1991. He trained in Al-Qaeda's Al Farouq Training Camp in order to fight
the communist system with the mujahideen, the
Muslim opposers of the government’s ties with
the Soviet Union.
Slahi fought with the mujahideen in 1992. After the communist president of Afghanistan, Mohammed Najibullah, was ousted on April of that
year, fights initiated between the different Islamic
groups. This gave Slahi enough reason to go back

the Canadian Security Intelligence Service
(CSIS), and found that Slahi had no connections with neither Ressam nor his plot.
He was arrested in Senegal on his way to
Mauritania on January 2000 under the request of the American government. The FBI
released him after three weeks.
On November of the same year, he was
interrogated by both the Mauritanian government and FBI, and then sent to Jordan by
the CIA to be imprisoned for eight months.
Salhi was sent to Guantanamo Bay detention
camp in August 2002.
The U.S Military imposed a “Special
Projects” of interrogation on Slahi in 2003,
where he was tortured, assaulted and sexually undignified.
“I was in a worse situation than a slave: at
least a slave is not always shackled in chains,
has some limited freedom, and doesn’t have
to listen to some interrogator’s bullshit every day,” Slahi mentions in his memoir. “I
often compared myself with a slave. Slaves
were taken forcibly from Africa, and so was
I. Slaves were sold a couple of times on their
Photo courtesy of People.com
way
to their final destination, and so was I”
to Germany.
In
2005,
Slahi began writing the manuscript
Because the German immigration authorities would not extend his visa in Germany, Slahi while in camp Echo, depicting the horrors of the
U.S Military’s treatment.
moved to Canada in 1999.
“I was unable to comprehend when I first read
Ahmad Ressam was one of the people involved in the 2000 millennium attack plots, and the manuscript the level of brutality, that enviwas caught in December of 1999 for attempting ronment of brutality, that he was in, even though
to blow up the Los Angeles International Airport I have read all these documents for a period of
years,” Siems said during his presentation at UMon New Year’s Eve.
Dearborn.
Guantanamo Diary has became an international bestseller after its release in 2015, and is
translated to several languages.
“It put a human face on the torture memos
that we all read,” Elmir said. “Right now, to
this point, no senior official has been held accountable for the CIA interrogation program.”
On June 2, 2016, Slahi was cleared for rePhoto courtesy of guantanamodiary.com lease after deciding that he poses no threat to
the United States, according to the American
Slahi
and
Civil
Liberties Union (ACLU).
Ressam happened to attend the same mosque
in Montreal, which lead the United States intelligence to suspect his involvement in the 2000
Millennium attack plots. He was questioned by
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The Office of Student Engagement, along with Athletics & Recreation and Greek Life...
Welcome you to experience a
powerful speaker, Justin Jones-FOSU, on Monday, Oct. 24, 2016 at 6
p.m. in Quad E (FCN). Justin will
be explaining how the “why matters now” in regards to finding your
purpose and passion that can inspire
you to be successful.
Wolverine Leadership Cohort
Do you have a passion for working with the community? Are you
looking for ways to do more in your
community and others? The Office
of Student Engagement is looking
for students interested in community service. For more information,
contact the OSE in (2136 UC) or
outside the Civic (2116 UC). Applications are due Dec. 2, 2016
Take Back the Night
Rally, protest, scream let your
voice be heard. Let’s help stop domestic violence, sexual, relationship and mental abuse. Join us to
help our fellow students, family
members, co-worker, friends, by
showing our support.
Come show your support on
Thursday, Oct. 27, 2016 from 6 p.m.
to 10 p.m. at Kochoff and the UC.
Invest in your Education
Many students are coming to the
end of their financial aid support.
It’s time to branch out and find other
ways to pay for your much deserved
education. On Nov. 12, 2016 there
will be two workshops to help those
in need in the Institute for Advanced
Vehicle Systems (IAVS) Building
Morning session 9:30 a.m. to
11:30 a.m. Check in is at 9 a.m.
Afternoon session 1 p.m. to 3
p.m. Check in is at 12:30 p.m.
The workshops will help with financial aid, scholarships and how to
create and plan budget

We put out every Tuesday!
Check us out online:
www.michiganjournal.org
@michiganjournal

4901 Evergreen Rd.
University Center Suite 2130
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Is Your Protest Vote Worth It?
Absolutely Not

Sanders’s supporters have
felt the Bern. Unfortunately,
they may have felt the crash
hardest.
This election was a reflection of disillusionment with
establishment politics. Their
common grievance was channeled into their support for
alternative candidates that
transcend and transgress parties that seldom represented
Americans and candidates
unyielding to their demands.
While the differences in
principles, experiences, platforms, and rhetoric between
Sanders and Trump are astronomical, both candidates
were successful in capturing
messages that resonated with
ordinary Americans.
Therefore, it comes as a
cruel irony that Hillary Clinton, the scourge of both the
progressive Left and many
spectrums of the Right, now
is the democratic forerunner.
This situation, underscored
by the revelations of the Democratic National Committee’s
doings, is now putting moderate Republicans, and, especially, Sanders’ supporters,
in a compromising position
on who to vote for come November. Contrary to assumptions held by older generations, millennials are actually
very engaged and invested in
voting. A recent GenForward
survey shows that 16 percent
of voters 18-30 are planning
to sit it out and 9% have still
not decided; significant compared to 18% of committed
Trump supporters and 36% of
those voting for Clinton.
Yet, the importance of our
participation in the political
process, time and time again,
has been reiterated. The complications of this demand

arise as our vote in this November’s election will ask us
to make a rational decision in
the advent of some very irrational circumstances.
Unfortunately, the Sanders
campaign became hostage to
the cult of personality that his
principle-driven political revolution sought to transgress.
While party politics and the
cult of personality certainly
aren’t limited to “feeling the
Bern”, it is important that the
progressives that his campaign comprised of follow
his example and refocus their
energies on the political revolution that held a lot more
at stake than his campaign
alone.
However, I cannot put everything at risk for the sake of
this disenchantment. A Trump
presidency is not worth abstaining or voting one’s conscience and, frankly, expressing my disillusionment with
the outcome of the primaries
is not one to be effectively
made at the national election
polls. Strategically voting is
not an expression of defeat,
but a complex cost-benefit
analysis that does not mark
the absolute end, nor the beginning, of my political participation. It’s not an act of
defeat, but of agency that we
choose our next chief executive.
One is not selling out their
beliefs in voting for one of
the two candidates. In a very
important election, there is
so much at stake besides the
two forerunners to consider
before throwing in the towel:
The appointment of Supreme Court justices
Article II, Section 2,
Clause 2 of our constitution
delegates the President power
to appoint federal judges, ambassadors and other elected

officials.Should
President
Barack Obama be unable to
convince the Senate to confirm his nominee, Chief Judge
Merrick Garland, the next
president elect will be tasked
with filling vacancies on the
court following the death
of Antonin Scalia. Should
a liberal judge be elected, a
huge ideological shift in the
Supreme Court could be observed.
Would a Trump-appointed
federal judge be worth your
discontent?
2. Trump will go beyond
maintaining the status quoregardless of consequences
Would a candidate who
vows to scrap Roe v. Wade,
proposed to ban Muslim immigrants and deport 11 million Mexican immigrants, reject monumental diplomatic
agreements such as the Iran
Deal and the Paris Climate
Agreement, accelerate the
use of torture (to something
“much, much worse” than
waterboarding), scrap any
prospects for securing and
expanding social security,
Medicare, the Environmental
Protection Agency, Clean Air
Act, and threaten the freedom
and well being of hardworking immigrant Americans be
worth it? Trump denies the
existence of global warming, calls for increasing use
of fossil fuels, dismantling
of environmental regulations,
has pledged to deport 11 million Mexican immigrants, defended supporters attacking
protesters at rallies offered
to provide for the defense of
supporters who have assaulted African American protestors at his rallies, stated his
“openness to using nuclear
weapons,” all the while cutting taxes on the rich. Is this
worth a protest vote?

We must work within our
limitations at the local elections to secure our capacity
and ability for change to happen locally. Recognizing that
our local elections and communities are the real avenues
to continue our revolution,
we must ensure we elect a
president that doesn’t vow to
bludgeon every attempt we
have to exercise our rights to
freedom of speech, assembly,
and religion. Donald Trump
could severely limit immigration through executive action
and spur the grounds for more
regressive and near despotic
policies.
3. This election, through
the appointment of the Vice
President, will be a Senate
tiebreaker
A new vice president, in
an election without an incumbent, will possibly bring
changes to a Senate with a 5446 GOP majority in Congress.
An imposed shift through the
election of a vice president
will be very much possible;
but of course that new Senate,
in turn, will have an effect on
confirming the new presidential appointment for the Supreme Court.
4. The impact on social
programs such as health care
Republicans,
having
vowed to repeal and replace
the current system of health
care; a proposition which
entails rewriting, amending,
omitting and replacing different aspects of different sections to different legislature,
from medical underwriting
to tax credits. With Clinton
committed to maintaining
many current aspects behind
health care, it is hard to imagine a democratic administration or Congress overhauling
fundamental aspects about
our system of healthcare. Re-

publican sponsored amendments to the Affordable Care
Act may rescind the requirement that employers offer
insurance to employees if the
firm has larger than 50 employees. Democrats may seek
an extension of tax credits to
families unattainable due to
one member of the household
having access to costly employer-sponsored insurance.
With the appointment of a
new president and a shift in
composition of our Congressional offices, change comes
in our most important social
security programs.
5. Michigan public transit:
a highly important local issue
that demands our input
Michiganders cannot deny
the importance of public
transportation, and the observable consequences in the
lack thereof, in communities
across Metro Detroit.
A ballot initiative that voters across four Metro Detroit
counties will encounter on
November 8 will propose a
millage to raise an estimated
$3 billion. Another $1.7 billion would come from federal
and state grants. Bus routes
will finally operate from Detroit to Pontiac in Oakland
County, downtown Detroit,
Macomb County along M-59,
and downtown Ann Arbor
and Ypsilanti in Washtenaw
County. Additionally, rail
transit will be available between Detroit and Ann Arbor
and shuttles to the Metro Airport between suburbs.
Disillusioned leftists will
claim that Clinton is another
Trump with table manners.
And I would agree that at their
fundamental platforms, establishment Democratic policies
have been often times congruent to mainstream rightwing policies. In any other
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election, a third-party vote
would hold little at stake besides offering a minutiae of
political voice relegated to a
bubble on a ballot.
And where Trump predicates his campaign on suspicion, fear and hatred, to vote
Clinton out of fear of Trump
would seem like a comparable act of cowardice. Yet
a vote for Clinton, or rather
against Trump, should transcend fear as well as personal
conviction.
It is imperative that because of these unfavorable
outcomes that a political revolution begin, not end, with
this election. From the Israeli
occupation to crime reform, I
see Clinton as fundamentally
antithetical to many aspects
of reform. Yet I also recognize that taking on the lobbies, funding infrastructure
and roads, prioritizing education, and instituting prison
reform are all initiatives that
must begin at the local level.
Sanders, a relatively unknown senator from Vermont
who came neck-and-neck
with a former First Lady with
decades of name recognition, was successful because
he gave the citizen a sense of
political agency. Whether one
decides to vote strategically,
vote third party, or abstain, it
is important to take into account the implications certain
outcomes have in mitigating
the impact of your voice and
vote. And it is especially in
light of last week’s outcomes
that these efforts are not in
vain. And Sanders, having left
the campaign spotlight and
retreated back into his more
humble origins, reminded us:
“I look forward to being part
of the [political] struggle with
you.”

Why the NYT’s Response to Trump Matters
First Amendment.
Whether you like the media or not, the media is a voice
for those who may otherwise
not be heard, a tool to inform
and educate, and a platform to
speak loudly, even when others may disagree with a topic
or content.
If there is some sort of issue with the truthfulness of
the piece, the courts will handle that. Until then, though,
the piece should serve as an
example of a paramount right
in this country.
If one article that wasn’t
even been proven false were
to be pulled because someone didn’t like it, what would
that mean for free speech as a
whole?
It is a question that arguably has a dangerous answer.

By amber ainsworth
Editor-in-Chief

Last week, Donald Trump’s
lawyers requested the New
York Times retract an article
and apologize.
Trump’s lawyers wrote that
the article, which described
two women’s stories of being
forcibly touched by Trump,
libeled him.
They said it was defamatory and politically motivated.
The New York Times declined to retract the article or
apologize, their legal team instead responding with a letter.
In the letter, Times newsroom lawyer David McCraw
wrote, “The essence of a libel
claim, of course, is the protection of one’s reputation.” The
letter proceeds to list ways
Trump has damaged his own
reputation.
The letter heavily focuses
on an “issue of national importance”: women speaking
out about inappropriate contact had with Trump.
The letter notes Trump’s
response to the allegations
was included in the article in
addition to what the women
said.
“We published newsworthy information about a subject of deep public concern,”
McCraw wrote.
The closing statement of
the letter is potent: “If he
[Trump] believes that Ameri-

Photo courtesy of Washington Post

can citizens had no right to
hear what these women had
to say and that the law of this
country force us and those
who would dare to criticize
him to stand silent or be punished, we welcome the opportunity to have a court set him
straight.”
Both Trump’s request and
the response from the Times
are important, not only to
journalists, but to the American people.

This isn’t about Trump
being libeled; this is about
someone attempting to censor
the voices of the citizens of
the United States.
The argument that the publication of the article was politically motivated is a flimsy
excuse to cover the bigger issue, and the mention of libel
is just as bogus.
In a historic freedom of
speech case, New York Times
Co. V. Sullivan (1964), it was

ruled speech is protected and
actual malice must be proven
to constitute libel or defamation. In other words, a publication must have published
something that was false with
knowledge that is was false
and with an intention to hard
someone or their reputation.
Therefore, publishing an
article during an election season about a sensitive topic
involving a candidate doesn’t
come close to libeling the

candidate.
A free press is essential to
the nation, especially in regards to government issues.
Citizens have a right to
be informed, fulfilled by the
media—not public figures
attempting to polish dirty
reputations by restricting the
press.
If the article about the
women and Trump would
have been retracted, it would
have been a major blow to the

Editor’s Note:
Opinions expressed on
this page are those of
their respective writers
and do not necessarily
represent the views of
the Journal.
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Wrestlers Rumble in Dearborn

Photo courtsey of roh.com

By Vincent Craig
Guest Writer

Ring of Honor (ROH) made the trip to the Ford Community and Performing Arts this Saturday with a main event that
involved an eight person, two team tag match featuring the
biggest stars of ROH such as the Briscoe Brothers, The Young
Bucks, Dalton Castle and Colt Cabana. The two teams were
divided into ROH champions and the other with the contenders.
Starting off the night was the typical code of honor, exclusive to ROH, where the wrestlers shake hands before every
match.
The main event narrative was much bigger than the names
that were on it. With the champions team, ROH Heavyweight
champion Bobby Fish was excluded from his team of other
champions. After sending Jay Briscoe home, Fish’s night was
over as well as he succumbed to Castle by pinfall.
After it was just The Young Bucks against Castle and Cabana, the ROH Tag Team title was put on the line. Castle start-

ed out with a suplex clinic as he almost finished the champs
with consecutive suplexes. The Young Bucks managed to stay
in the match and use their famous super kicks and RKO’s to
finish off Colt Cabana after a 40 minute main event.
“He and I just went toe-to-toe with two of the best wrestlers out there,” said Cabana. “Those guys are an amazing tag
team.”
The in-ring announcer was brought into the action by Kelly
Klein. Klein attacked the ring announcer, causing her night to
end early. This mysterious women’s match was unannounced
and caught many of the fans and other wrestlers off guard.
"You people think that there has been a women's revolution
in wrestling," said Silas Young, one-half of a tag team duo
with The Beer City Bruiser, during his in-ring speech. “[If]
you think there are great women’s athletes out there, you’re
wrong.”
In the co-main event, former ROH champion Jay Lethal
used his patented ‘Lethal Injection’ to finish his match with
Frankie Kazarian. After four straight attempts at pinfall, Le-

Blair Witch Frightens
a New Generation
of Viewers
By ava andrews
Guest Writer

briefing on the lore surrounding the woods
and the Blair Witch makes it so there’s really
no need to see the first movie.
What really makes this movie exceptional is the timeline. I’ve always been drawn
to movies with fragmented time, and Blair
Witch executes it well by dropping subtle hints
that something is off instead of coming right
out and saying it. The viewer is left puzzling
over the strange occurrences until the very end
when everything loops together in a nice little
horrific package.
Another great element of the movie is that
it doesn’t focus on only
one way to scare the
viewer. It incorporates
gore, things popping
out, psycho locals and
of course, the underlying tension throughout
the movie of seeing the
Blair Witch in the flesh.
Constant, edge-of-yourseat action and extremely graphic scenes left me
with nightmares for at
least a week, but I would
strongly
recommend
this movie to any horror
movie lover looking for
a good scare this October!

Having no prior knowledge, or even a
slight idea, as to what the original was about,
my friends and I decide to see the new Blair
Witch movie. We waltz into the movie theater at about the time the movie is supposed to
start, and upon asking the teller we find out the
movie is a sequel and, in his mind, essentially
crap. He has hardly sold any tickets and the
movie had just been released the prior day. Of
course he mentions this after we all had already
paid. We just shake our
heads and head into the
theater where we find he
has not lied to us- we are
virtually the only people
there. We pick seats at
the very back with large
popcorn buckets and
low expectations.
Luckily, Blair Witch
went above and beyond
those low expectations.
To say that it was the
best horror movie I have
seen is an understatement. Unlike most scary
movies, it has an interesting and well-thought
out plot with relatable
characters that only
sometimes make frustrating decisions obviPhoto courtsey of blairwitch.com
ously leading to death.
A whole new cast and a

thal finally hit a German suplex that almost ended the bout.
Kazarian recovered to land a jumping RKO to almost finish it
himself before Lethal was able to effectively use his finishing
sequence.
The real story came from the hometown boys who returned
to their roots for the second time this year. As chants of ‘Motor City!’ roared down from the crowd, the hometown Motor
City Machine Guns were victorious over Silas and Bruiser.\
“It feels so good to be home,” said Alex Shelley.
“Detroit [area] has such an impact on the world,” said Shelley. “The culture here, the people here, the music here, the art
here all has an impact on the world.”
“Not so much the Lions though,” Shelley added.
A proper ending to the show came from the main event
loser Cabana as he summarized the feelings everyone has after the ROH shows in Dearborn.
“DEARBORN! Let’s do it again next year.”

Upcoming Horror
Film Releases

Photo courtsey of Universal Studios

Ouija Origin of Evil
Oct. 21, 2016

Photo courtsey of imdb.com

Jack Goes Home
Oct. 28, 2016
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Kings and Queens
Drag Show
Trinity Kardashian Bonet, from RuPaul Drag Race, visited UM-Dearborn on Wednesday, Oct.
12. Soup and Conversation: An Intimate Conversation w/ Trinity Kardashian Bonet took place
in the Include space that day at noon, which included Trinity talking about her show, her life
to entertain through drag and how she announced being HIV positive. There was a Kings and
Queens Drag show later that day in Kochoff Hall.
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Criminal Justice Exposition

Each year in October, University of Michigan-Dearborn’s Criminology and Criminal
Justice Studies department hosts the Criminal
Justice Exposition. This event was held for its
12th year on
Thursday, Oct.
13 from 9 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m.
“We call it
an exposition
instead of a job
fair
because
not all of the
participants are
offering
employment,” said
Janice Jones,
Administrative
Assistant and
Internship Coordinator for
the Criminology and Criminal Justice department here at
UM-Dearborn.
This exposition is held every year to give
criminology and criminal justice students a
sense of their futures could look like. It allows
them to explore the many employment options
they have. They also have an opportunities for
look for an internship. It serves as a good opportunity for students who are especially interested in the criminology/criminal justice field.
Janice Jones mentioned all the positive
factors that the agencies provide for students
during this exposition. She says, “These agen-

cies support our program in many ways. They
accept our students as interns. They send representatives to campus to speak and do presentations as guest lecturers in the criminal
justice and criminology classes. The exposition extends
the opportunities students have
to speak to
representatives from
several
agencies
and learn
about specific career
paths.”
J o n e s
also stated
that there
were
24
Photos courtesy of Janice Jones
agencies at
the exposition. The agencies included: the
Drug Enforcement Administration, Federal
Bureau of Investigation, United States Secret
Service, the Novi, UM-Dearborn, Detroit,
Dearborn, Ann Arbor and Lansing Police Departments, Wayne, Washtenaw, Oakland and
Macomb County Sheriff's Offices, Michigan
State Police, Michigan Department of Corrections, Michigan Civil Service Commission,
Michigan Department of Human Services,
United States Border Patrol, Immigration and
Customs Enforcement, United States Probations, United States Marine Corps, Wayne

County Prosecutor’s Office Victims Services,
Southwest Detroit Community Justice Center,
United States Marshals Service, and the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives.
The exposition was then followed with a
luncheon held by the Director of Criminology
and Criminal Justice, Donald Shelton.
Shelton says, “This annual exposition is
an opportunity for our students to meet with
prospective law enforcement employers and
also as an opportunity for many law enforcement agencies to meet our burgeoning group
of qualified students who may be their future
employees. The criminal justice field is growing rapidly and this event highlighted the
many opportunities available to our graduates.
The various agencies at this year’s exposition
all had hiring vacancies, ranging from one
agency expecting to hire 20
new officers to
another with an
expected 120
vacancies.”
Machhadie
Assi, a biological
sciences
and
criminal
justice
studies major, has
attended
the
event with high
hopes of someday working in
those fields at one of the above agencies. Assi

UMD Wishmakers
Second Annual 5K Run

states that, “The Criminology and Criminal
Justice Department at the University of Michigan-Dearborn conducted a career fair event
through which our student body had a lot to
gain. It allowed me, as a criminal justice student, to get exposure to multiple government
and law enforcement agencies, from federal to
state and local levels. By attending the job fair,
I learned about career paths that I may never
otherwise have considered. It therefore opened
my eyes to various opportunities available for
my career choices. Furthermore, it allowed
me to introduce myself professionally to the
employer representatives, network with them
and another important benefit was to discuss
what sort of skill set and qualifications I am
required to have for each potential position.
Overall, the career fair provided me with
valuable detailed information that I may not
find on the employer websites
or brochures.
Most of all, it
increased my
professional
confidence and
provided
me
with a strategy
on how to get
prepared next
in order to enter
the professional
path.”

Fall 2016
DAPCEP
By mary aldieri
Student Life Editor

Photo courtesy of http://cypressofhiltonhead.com
By mary aldieri
Student Life Editor

The University of Michigan-Dearborn
Wishmakers held a 5K night run for their
second year on Friday, October 14. The
event was held from 5-8 p.m. outside the
University Center patio.
This event is mainly held to spread
awareness for children suffering from
illness. The UMD Wishmakers are fellow students who work together to raise
money for great causes, such as helping sick children to gain treatments they
need.
Nadine Makki, President of UMDearborn Wishmakers says, “We have
this event annually starting last year
and our goal is to raise $5,000 dollars to
fund a child’s wish for the Make-a-Wish
Foundation.
Julia Hammoud, Vice President of
UM-Dearborn Wishmakers, also explained the importance of this event and
what it mainly signifies. She says, “The

most important part of this event is that
people come together and have fun in a
way that they know they’re supporting
children and supporting Make-A-Wish
and it’s still for a great cause, but at the
same time we want to have fun, so we let
students have fun.”
UM-Dearborn Wishmakers show us
that spreading awareness and supporting
a good cause can be done in a fun way as
well. Giving a helping hand while having a good time is the main factor this 5K
night run represents.
Dalia Salloum, Creative Consultant
for UM-Dearborn Wishmakers, states
that “The most important goal of this
event is to raise awareness for what
Make-a-Wish does. I think they do some
pretty powerful things for kids; and the
most important thing especially about
the wishes is that they make a kid more
motivated to get better. So maybe they
won’t have to go through, or their family
won’t have to go through something so

traumatizing and later they’ll be able to
fulfill their dreams and do what we do.”
“This campus is all about community,
so this event really encompasses that and
we hope to spread the word out more every year,” says Nadine Makki.
The UM-Dearborn Wishmakers hope
to continue this cause for many years to
come.
Julia Hammoud also mentions that
their goal is to “bring all the students
together in a way that provides a community where children, anyone from
Make-A-Wish, if they were to come to
this event they will get a sense of support
from the students here.”
Hammoud also states that “the most
important thing, especially within the
topic of community, is that we’re involving other organizations so they know
about this and we all work together. I
feel like sometimes we’re too separated.
I think it should be the opposite.”

The Detroit Area PreCollege Engineering Program
(DAPCEP) has been around
for 40 years now. It has partnered with the University of
Michigan-Dearborn and many
other universities to bring the
youth of Detroit together in
helping them expand their
educational expectancies.
DAPCEP focuses on the
sciences, technology, engineering and math that provide children aged between
four and 18, with a great set
of knowledge and hands-on
experiences. It offers a wide
range of experiences for youth
from all over Detroit schools.
It allows the children to widen their education through the
provided workshops at the
universities.

DAPCEP was founded in
1976 by Kenneth Hill. The
program began with partnering with the University of
Michigan and Michigan State
University to precisely focus
on engineering programs that
can be provided to Detroit
Public School students.
UM-Dearborn will hold
its DAPCEP workshop every Saturday from 9 a.m. to
12 p.m. in the Professional
Education Center (PEC) until
Nov. 5. The program’s checkin is held in the lobby of the
PEC.
To obtain any further information on DAPCEP, you can
visit http://www.dapcep.org/
For questions, contact
Rayna Anderson at raynaqa@
umich.edu.

Photo courtesy of www.dapsep.org

The food pantry accepts perishable and
nonperishable food donations, as well as
cash donations:
$5 -- can allow the pantry to purchase
enough to fill a small grocery bag full of essentials like veggies, meats, and grains.
$10 -- can allow the pantry to purchase
enough to fill two small grocery bags full of
essentials.
$25 -- can feed a couple of students for
a week, helping to ease the burden of food
insecurity.
$50 -- can buy supplies for the food pantry for a week, keeping it stocked to serve
our students.
$100 -- can help secure the Student Food
Pantry’s future, helping to create lasting
change on campus.
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Channing Stribling attempts to intercept a pass in Michiagn’s 14-7 win over Wisconsin
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Lehman: Don’t Look Now but the
Wolverines are Leading the Nation
By erick lehman
Staff Writer
@ELehman29

Jabrill Peppers has 10 tackles for loss, 2.5 sacks, and three touchdowns on the season.

Stover: Peppers Doesn’t Land
on My Heisman Ballot
By JERamy stover
Sports Editor
@jstover96

Jabrill Peppers has had one excellent season for the Michigan football team. He’s recorded tackles for loss, sacks, scored touchdowns on offense and even returned a punt for
a touchdown.
He’s done enough to make many college
football analysts’ Heisman Trophy ballot. The
Heisman Trophy is awarded each season to
the most outstanding player in college football. It’s similar to most sports leagues’ most
valuable player award but with less emphasis
on how valuable a player is to their team and
more centered on how great the player is.
At the end of every season over 800 members of the media submit a ballot with their top
five Heisman Trophy candidates and put them
in order of winner to fifth place.
As we’ve reached the halfway point of the
2016 season, Peppers is listed anywhere from
third to fifth on many lists.
If I had a Heisman Trophy vote and had to
cast my selection in today I’ll tell you exactly where I’d have Peppers on my ballot—no
where. He wouldn’t make my top five.
The Heisman Trophy is an offensive
award—weather that is right or wrong—it is
what it is. Only one player has ever won the
prestigious award while playing primarily on
defense, Charles Woodson in 1997. If that
name sounds familiar, it’s because Woodson
was a standout cornerback for the Wolverines.
Now I’m not saying Peppers can’t win it
simply because he primarily plays defense. If
a defensive player has an outstanding season
and propels his team to greatness I don’t see
why he shouldn’t get votes. And while Peppers has played great on defense for Michigan, he isn’t the reason the Wolverines remain
unbeaten.
You could even make the argument Peppers
isn’t even the best defensive player on his own
team. Peppers does lead the team in tackles for
loss with 10, but is tied for third on the team
in sacks. He has forced a fumble this season
but has yet to break up a pass or intercept one.
Peppers has played sparingly on offense

and has produced in that short time. He’s averaging 19.8 yards per carry on five rushes and
has scored two touchdowns. If you include his
punt return touchdown, he’s found the end
zone just three times this season.
To be on my hypothetical Heisman ballot,
Peppers needs to score more touchdowns—it’s
as simple as that. Scoring three touchdowns
won’t get you very far, especially when you
aren’t leading your team in sacks and don’t
have an interception. Those are impactful
plays that can change the outcome of games.
Peppers could average 20 tackles a game for
the rest of the season and it won’t move the
needle much for me.
Louisville quarterback Lamar Jackson has
30 total touchdowns on the year; if my math is
right that’s 27 more than Peppers. And without Jackson, Louisville would not be ranked
in the top 10. Washington quarterback Jake
Browning has the best completion percentage in the nation and has a 23-2 touchdown
to interception ratio. His Huskies are currently
ranked fifth and he’s a big reason why. I have
both of those players way ahead of Peppers on
my fictional ballot.
I like love Jabrill Peppers, I really do. He’s a
phenomenal player with a skill set that is nearly unmatched in the entire country. But head
coach Jim Harbaugh plays Peppers mainly on
defense—and while that isn’t Peppers fault it
does hurt him in Heisman voting.
I do think we’ll see Peppers more on offense in the latter half of the season; I think
for Michigan to be successful he’ll need to.
So far this season Peppers has been nearly unstoppable on offense and against Ohio State
he may be the catalyst on that side of the ball.
In my opinion, Peppers being listed on
Heisman ballots is mainly hype. People are
just putting him on there because of how electric he is, not what he’s actually done in the
box score.
Peppers may find himself in New York City,
where the three Heisman finalists go and one
of them accepts the award. But if his touchdowns don’t increase he might be there for the
wrong reasons.

The Michigan Wolverines
sat idle this weekend, but
that doesn’t mean they didn’t
move.
The latest Associated Press
poll tabbed the Wolverines as
third in the nation, as Clemson squeaked by North Carolina State on Saturday afternoon.
The two teams ahead of
Michigan, Alabama, and
Ohio State, respectively, remained where they were last
week.
The Buckeyes of Ohio
State won an overtime thriller
over Wisconsin, a pesky team
from the Big Ten West, who
defeated Michigan State, and
hung with Michigan just a
few weeks ago.
Alabama on the other hand
beat their rivals from Tennessee handily, 49-10.
But, the most impressive
moves this weekend were the
Wolverines taking over some
top spots statistically.
The Wolverines currently
sit with the top ranked defense in the country as they
have allowed only 1,277
yards on the season, and are
only surrendering 10.3 points
per game to their opponents.
The Wolverine defense
leads the country in total
yards allowed, yards per
game, passing yards allowed,
passing yards allowed per
game, points allowed, and
points allowed per game.
That means the Wolverines
lead the country in six of the
eight defensive statistical categories.
The other two?

Hockey Falters

continued from page 8
us, they have a good powerplay and that’s something
we definitely need to correct
and be more disciplined, not
let them get under our skin,”
Urso said. “When we’re fiveon-five getting opportunities
for ourselves on the powerplay we’re as good as any
team in the country and we
just need to trust that process
and keep our heads a little bit
more and we’ll get back on
track.”
Tyler Groat was the fifth
goal scorer for UM-Dearborn
and also picked up an assist

The Wolverines rank seventh in rushing yards allowed,
and ninth in rushing yards allowed per game.
Those are impressive numbers considering the Wolverines start three linebackers
who had combined for just a
few starts heading into this
season.
Linebacker Mike McCray
has been a standout performer for the Wolverines at
linebacker, and it has made a
huge impact on how the defense works.
New defensive coordinator Don Brown, who replaced
D.J. Durkin after he departed
to take the head coaching job
at Maryland has lived up to
his nickname of “Dr. Blitz.”
The Wolverines pressure
the opposing quarterback on
54 percent of dropbacks according to Steve Palazzolo
of Pro Football Focus. The
NCAA average is 29 percent.
The Wolverines have been
solid, and have played much
higher than expectations at
linebacker, but the defensive
front has been the heart and
soul of this football team. The
Wolverines currently have
five defensive lineman on
their roster with two or more
sacks so far this season.
Senior defensive end Chris
Wormley leads the team with
four, while Taco Charlton has
three. Ryan Glasgow, Maurice
Hurst, and freshman Rashan
Gary all have two sacks each.
As a team, the Wolverines are
tied for fifth in the nation with
24.0 sacks.
Heading into this season,
everyone knew the Wolverines defense was going to be
good. But the lack of experi-

ence at linebacker held back
the experts, and many analysts from saying they would
have the best defense in the
country. So far, through six
games the defense has done a
lot to prove themselves as the
best defense in the country.
Advanced metrics have
even shown the Wolverines
would only surrender .9 points
per game to what is considered an average offense. For
the remainder of the season,
the Wolverines face only one
team that is considered to
have higher than an average
offense, and that is the glorious fourth Saturday in November, a game that will take
place in Columbus, OH.
We did not expect the Wolverines defense to be what is
has been this season, and up
until November 26th there is
no reason why the Wolverines
defense cannot remain the top
ranked unit in all of college
football. And while the offense has not been lighting
things up in terms of team
statistics, the Denver Broncos and Seattle Seahawks in
the National Football League
have shown that you can win
championships with an excellent defense. They always
said defense wins championships, offense sells tickets.
Well, for this Wolverines defense, it’s all a formality until
November 26th.
When noon rolls around on
that chilly Saturday in Ohio,
it’s put up or shut up time.
The winner of that game will
likely punch their ticket to
Indianapolis for the Big Ten
Championship game, and
from their make their way to
the College Football Playoff.

on the night. Ferris started
the game and recorded 15
saves before being replaced
by Thomas Proudlock after
Adrian’s fourth goal. The
Wolverines outshot the Bulldogs on the night 44 to 31.
Haltinner said he isn’t disappointed after being swept
by both Davenport and Adrian. He has confidence that
his team will get it going in
sooner than later.
“They’re good hockey
teams, it’s not disappointing at all I think our guys are
playing good hockey and I
think right now the bounces
aren’t going our way we just

got to give it time and we’ll
get it going,” Haltinner said.
“I think our team is good,
I think last year we played
some maybe lighter competition going in and this year we
jumped right into it so we’ll
come around. It’s early in
the season. You take it with a
grain of salt, it’s learning, you
learn more from losing than
you do winning, so we’re
working hard and we’ll be all
right- I’m not worried about
it.”
Next up for UM-Dearborn
is a home series with No. 16
Illinois. The first game of that
series is Friday at 7:30 p.m.
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Colby DeMare and Kristina Ivanovic attempt a block in UM-Dearborn’s win against Marygrove on Oct. 12

Sabrina GregorMJ

Volleyball Ends Losing
Streak by Taking Down
Marygrove in Straight Sets
By JACK VANASSCHE
Staff Writer
@JackVanAssche

Reeling after seven consecutive losses, the
University of Michigan-Dearborn volleyball
team got back into the win column Wednesday night with a 3-0 win over Marygrove.
The Wolverines (9-14, 2-8 WolverineHoosier Athletic Conference) were in serious
need of a victory entering Wednesday, having
dropped ten of their previous eleven games.
Marygrove (3-11, 0-10 WHAC) came to
the UM-Dearborn Fieldhouse hungry, as the
Mustangs had lost eight straight heading into
the match.
Defensive stand-out Bri Alspaugh was out
of the game with an upper-body injury, forcing the Wolverines to spread defensive responsibilities throughout the entire team.
“We had to shift some things around, but
we were still able to play as a team even with
one person down,” said Kristina Ivanovic,
who finished the match with six kills and six
digs. “It didn’t shake us.”
Marygrove opened the match by taking a
quick 16-14 lead that put the Wolverines on
edge. Showing composure, UM-Dearborn
came back and took set one by a score of 2522.
With momentum building, the Wolverines
continued to roll.
The Mustangs were continuously stuffed at
the net by Michigan-Dearborn’s stiff defense
up front, led by sophomore middle blocker
Katherine Nealy. She would finish with a

match-high nine blocks.
With Marygrove unable to get the ball to
the court, there were plenty of chances for the
Wolverine offense to put balls away. Shayla
Smalls shined for the Wolverines, finishing
the match with 16 kills and a .519 hitting percentage.
A long run for UM-Dearborn led them to
take set two by double digits; 25-15.
In the third set, the Wolverines were tested. After taking an early lead, the Wolverines
found themselves in a battle for match point.
Finally, with the defense paving the way,
the Wolverines were able to finish off the
Mustangs in the third set with a 27-25 victory.
The Wolverines finished with 12 total team
blocks and 41 digs. All but one player active
for the match recorded a dig, a testament to
the entire team’s defensive efforts.
Head coach Eric Stark said Alspaugh’s injury is day-to-day, but that his team will be
prepared for anything.
“I prepare my team for a multitude of different situations,” said Stark. “I like to train
my athletes to play multiple roles. That way,
I feel that we will still be prepared whether
we go in with Option A, or with Options B,
C, and D.”
Next week the Wolverines hit the road for
what looks to be a challenging road trip. The
team will travel to Indiana Tech on Wednesday, followed by a trip to 10th-ranked Lourdes
on Friday and then ending the week with a
Saturday match-up with Siena Heights.

Men’s Soccer Suffers Couple
Close Losses
By JERAMY STOVER
Sports Editor
@jstover96

With the University of
Michigan-Dearborn
men’s
soccer team still in the hunt
for the Wolverine-Hoosier
Athletic Conference playoffs
each game becomes increasingly critical.
This past week the Wolverines had a couple of close
calls but ultimately came up
just short in their two games.
On Oct. 12 the Wolverines
traveled to Aquinas to battle
the third best team in the
conference.
UM-Dearborn
played a tightly contested
game with Aquinas, dropping
the match 1-0.
Peter Brandenburg scored

the lone goal of the game in
the 28th minute to put the
Saints on top for the remainder of the game.
Tristan Johnson made five
saves on the night as his 10
teammates did a good job at
keeping the Saints offense
quiet most of the night. Ty
VandePoel had to make just
one save for Aquinas which
came in the second half.
On Oct. 14 the Wolverines returned home to take on
Lawrence Tech, a team UMDearborn is hoping to catch in
the conference standings.
Pablo Ripodas scored in
the 12th minute to give the
Blue Devils an early lead.
UM-Dearborn was unable to
even things up before half-

time, but kept the deficit at
just one.
But in the second half the
Blue Devils began to pull
away. Nico Rbp scored two
goals for Lawrence Tech to
give his team a 3-0 victory.
Johnson made five saves on
the night in net for the Wolverines.
With just four games left
in the season, UM-Dearborn
will look to turn things around
and get in the playoff picture.
The Wolverines have two
games this week starting on
Wednesday when they travel
to Madonna for a 2 p.m. tilt.
Then on Saturday UM-Dearborn travels to Davenport to
take on the fifth ranked Panthers at 7 p.m.

Aubree Stamper/MJ
Andrew Spiegel scored a shorthanded goal in UM-Dearborn’s 7-4 loss to Adrian on Saturday.

Hockey Falters in Second
Straight Test

By JERAMY STOVER
Sports Editor
@jstover96

After being swept by No.
4 Davenport two weeks ago,
the University of MichiganDearborn hockey team had to
quickly regroup as they had
another tough opponent this
past weekend in No. 8 Adrian.
On Thursday, UM-Dearborn headed to Adrian for the
first game of the series looking to pick up an impressive
road victory.
Adrian got on the board
first when Brad Kobryn
scored in the first period with
Chris Derochie picking up an
assist. It took until a period
later for UM-Dearborn to respond when Kevin Bechard
got one past the Bulldogs
goalie to even the game up at
one.
In the third period Adrian
ran away with the game scoring three goals in the final period protecting their home ice
in the series with a 4-1 win.
Nate Ferris made 23 saves
on the night for UM-Dearborn. Andrew Palushaj and
Ryan Urso each picked up an

assist on Bechard’s goal.
Friday night the two teams
met at the UM-Dearborn
Fieldhouse to wrap up the series.
Adrian struck first again
when Marcus Peters rifled a
slap shot from the blue line
past Ferris to give the Bulldogs a 1-0 lead. But right
before the first period could
end, Andrew Spiegel tied the
game up with a shorthanded
goal with 5.7 seconds left in
the period.
The second period is where
the game was ultimately won
as Adrian scored four goals
to the Wolverines’ one. The
Wolverines scored between
the four Adrian goals when
Kyle Schnettler netted his
first collegiate goal ripping a
shot from the blue line that
found its way through traffic
and into the back of the net.
The third period was entertaining itself. UM-Dearborn
scored just a minute and a half
into the period when Nick LeBurn scored top-shelf on the
powerplay to pull his team
to within two goals. But just
three minutes later Adrian re-

gained their three goal lead
when Marcel Kottek scored
on the powerplay.
The Bulldogs would go on
to win 7-4 and complete the
series sweep.
UM-Dearborn (2-4, 0-4
Great Lakes Collegiate Hockey League) head coach Chris
Haltinner said he thought his
team played well but the luck
went more in Adrian’s favor.
“They’re a good hockey
team but I don’t think the
score dictated what we did
I think we played well but I
they got the bounces and we
didn’t,” Haltinner said.
Adrian (6-0, 2-0) scored
four of their seven goals on
the powerplay taking advantage of UM-Dearborn’s disciplinary mistakes.
Wolverines captain Urso
said the penalties were an issue but when his team is playing at full strength they’re as
good as any team out there.
“It’s always a good rivalry
with those guys, obviously
penalty trouble definitely got

Hockey Falters

continued on page 7

